MONITOR THE HEARTH BEAT OF YOUR ECOSYSTEM

build & leverage ecosystem intelligence
BUILD ECOSYSTEM INTELLIGENCE

PROVIDE DATA-DRIVEN & SCIENTIFICALLY VALID INPUT FOR LOCAL, NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN POLICY MAKING

1. map & involve the actors who play a key role and define a blue print for a truly vibrant & sustainable entrepreneurial ecosystem

2. monitor the heartbeat of your ecosystem, incl. startups, scaleups, enablers, investors & discover trends, patterns, connections

3. benchmark with fellow cities & engage in cross-disciplinary, cross-borders collaboration
SYSTEMATICALLY MAP ECOSYSTEMS & MONITOR VIBRANCY

DATA CATALOGUE
SMART AGGREGATOR

LIVE INFORMATION FEED

MULTI CHANNEL DASHBOARDS & FEEDBACK LOOP
BUILD ECOSYSTEM INTELLIGENCE FOR SUSTAINABLE CREATIVE ECOSYSTEMS
DENSITY  FLUIDITY  DIVERSITY  ACCESS
whereas technology is essential, TRUE collaboration is behavioural and cultural, it requires to care, caring for others, caring for shared purpose.